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Two complete sets of functions are called equivalent [l] if depths of any function 
over these sets differ at most in an additive constant. Based on symmetry properties 
of functions, conditions for equivalence of sets of functions of many-valued logic 
are found. Using these conditions, series of complete sets of binary Boolean 
functions are described, equivalent to the set & of all binary Boolean functions or 
to the set U, of all binary unate functions (in [I] they were investigated by direct 
methods). 
Let F be the set of all total functions on the set M= (0, 1, . . . , m - 11, m L 2. For 
TC F denote by [T] the set of functions which can be obtained from functions in T 
using superposition. Every f E [T] can be represented by a formula composed of 
variables xl, x2, . . . and functions from T. The depth of a formula is the maximum 
number of functions from T on any path in the tree, representing this formula 
(variables and constants are not counted) and the depth dT(f) of a function f over T 
is the depth of a formula of minimal depth for f. 
Call sets T, T'c F equivalent if [T] = [T'] and there exists a constant c such that 
idr(f)-Mf)I- f -= c or every f E [T] . A set T is called complete if [T] = F. 
Let G be the full substitution group on the set M, and H the full substitution 
group on the set { 1,2, . ..}. Call functions f, f 
J?-equivalent, if there exist g,, . . . ,gne G, h EH such that 
f(x It *-* ,x,1 =fYsl(X/l(l))r * . . ,&(X/I(n))); 
Y-equivalent, if there exist g E G, h E H such that 
f(x I,...,Xn)=g(f’(Xh(l),...,Xh(n))); 
Y-equivalent, if there exists f” E F such that f 9 f” and f” k”f I. Clearly $I= :$iu= 
SJ? =_!?uw. 
For an equivalence E on a set K and for a subset L C K define the E-closure E(L) 
ofLby 
E(L)={~J~EK,ZIL kEl}. 
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Call L E-closed if E(L) = L. Call a subset L’c L E-traversal of L (denote L’= L/E) 
if L’ is a minimal subset of L with the property 
MEL WEL’ IEl’. 
Lemma. If a set Tc F is :W-closed (Y-closed), then so is also the set [T] and 
d#) = dr(f’) for any two f, f’ E [T], f ~24 f’ (f -i”f’). 
Proof. For f E [T] consider the tree, representing some minimal-depth formula for 
f over T. For any g-equivalent (Y-equivalent) function f ‘ we obtain a formula for 
f’ of the same depth if we change functions on the frontier, i.e. whose arguments 
are variables (respectively, the function in the top, whose output is the output off) 
to some :$-equivalent (Y-equivalent) functions. 0 
Theorem 1. If T is an .9?-closed set of functions and T’ is an Y-traversal of Tsuch 
that G C [T], then [T] = [T’] and d7’(f) 4 d7(f) + c for every f E [T], where 
c = max dr(g), g E G. 
Proof. By induction on dT(f). If dT(f) = 1, then f E T. Since T’= T/_Y, there exists 
an flu T’ such that f yf’, i.e. 
f(x ~,...,xn)=g(f(xh(,),...,xh(n))), gEG, heH. 
ButgE[T’l and dT(f’(xh(,),...,~h(~)))= 1, therefore d&) I dr(g) + 1 = dr(f) + c. 
Suppose d,(f) = d> 1 and the assertion is true for all j”’ with d#‘) < d. Let u be 
the tree, corresponding to some formula for f over T with minimal depth and let 
t,, -**, tke T be functions on the frontier of U, i.e. all of whose arguments are 
variables. Replacing every ti by a new variable y; yields a new tree, corresponding to a 
function fi(yl, . . . , yk) (fi may depend also on the x;‘s) such that dr( f,) = d - 1 and 
f =fi(tl, *** tk). For every ti there exists a ti E T’ such that tj Y t,!, i.e. t/(x1, .. . ,x,) = 
gi(tl(xh(l), ..a f xhcnj)). Denote 
f;(Y I,~~~,Yk)=fi(g?(Y1),...~g!?(Yk)). 
By Lemma f; E [T] and d,(f{) = d,(f,), thus by the induction hypothesis dr(f;> I 
dT(fi)+c=d- 1 +c. Now 
f&l ,...x,)=f;(f’~(Xhjl(,),...,Xh~l(,)),,..,t;(Xh~.l(l),...,Xh,l(,,>), 
therefore from dT(tl(xh;lClj, .. . , xhiq,,))) = 1, i = 1, . . . , k it follows that 
dT’(f)sdT(f;)+ 1 sd+c. Cl 
Theorem 2. If T is a Y’-closed set of functions and T’ is a %-traversal of T such 
that Gc [T’], then [T’] = [T] and d7(f)ld,(f) + c for every f E [T], where 
c = max dr(g), g E G. 
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Proof. Again by induction on d=(f). If dr(f) = 1, f E T and there exists an SE T 
such that f 9?f’, i.e. f(xl ,..., x,)=f’(gl(xh(lj) ,..., &(xh(,$) for some gl,..., g,,EG, 
h E H. Therefore dr(f) 5 d#‘) + max dr(gi) = 1 + c. 
Suppose dr( f) = d> 1 and the claim holds for all f’, dr( f ‘) < d. Let f(xi, . . . ,x,) = 
t(fl(x,,...x,),...,fk(xl,..., x,)) be some formula for f over T of minimal depth, 
tE r,fi, . . . . fkE[T], dr(fi)<d for all i=l,..., k. There exists a t’e T’ such that 
t B t’, i.e. 
4Yl ,...yk)=t’(gl(Yh(l)),...,gk(Yh(k))), gl,...,gkEG, heH. 
By the Lemma dr(gi( fh(i))) = dT( fh(i)), thus by the induction hypothesis d&i( fh(i))) I 
d - 1 + c for every i = 1, . . . , k. Since f = t’(g,( f&, . . . , &(f,@))), we have 
dT(f) 5 dr(t’) + max dr(gi(fhci,)) s d + C. Cl 
Call a set of functions T full, if Gc [T] and there exists a set of functions T’c T 
which is either Y- or 97-traversal of the set 2(T). Since the property of sets of 
functions to be equivalent is convex, from the previous theorems follows this 
corollary. 
Corollary. If GJ(T,) = 23(T2) for two full sets of functions T,, T2, then T,, T2 are 
equivalent. 
We shall denote binary Boolean functions by 0, *, AND, NAND, OR, NOR, 4, 
z, +, F,x,x, y, ~0, 1 (here -)(x, y) = NOR@, y) = AND(x, Y) etc.). It is easy to see 
that W-classes are 
R,=(@,++}, R2 = {AND, NOR, =r, X= >, 
R3= {NAND,OR, -+, +}, R4= {x,x Y, P>, 
Rs= (01, Rg= (1); 
Y-classes are 
L1={0,++}, L2= {AND,NAND}, 
L3= {OR,NOR}, L4={ -+9 +, +, + - -1, 
L5= {L% Y, Y), L6={0,1) 
and 9-classes are 
D*={O,++}, D2= (AND, NAND, OR, NOR, -r, +-, q, G}, 
~3={xJ,,Y,Y), 04={0,1)* 
In every complete set consisting of binary Boolean functions negation can be 
expressed by a formula of depth 1. Therefore from the above theorems we obtain 
the following assertions [l] : 
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(a) If a complete set contains at least one function from each of the sets RI - R3, 
then it is equivalent o the set B2 of all binary Boolean functions. 
(b) If a complete set contains at least one function from each of the sets L, - L4, 
then it is equivalent o the set B2. 
(c) If a complete set does not contain any of the functions from RI but contains at 
least one function from both R2, R3, then it is equivalent o the set U2 (=B2\RI) of 
all unate binary Boolean functions. 
(d) If a complete set does not contain any of the functions from L1 but contains 
at least one from each of the sets L2- Lb, then it is equivalent o the set U2. 
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